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Visions appear to the dreaming heart
Temptations seduce till all's torn apart
And they fill the mind
With thoughts of hidden treasures
The excitement about wakes the power inside
Every step of the way leaves the heart full of pride
But the values been set
Will follow on forever
The mirrors of life will rebound what's been done
Claiming the price that is due
Time after time
Cycles of fate dance the orbit of time
Escorting the ages of madness and crime
But there's no standstill
For the tides return forever
Searching clues for the future without grasping the
past
Wasting the present, though it's running by fast
But the rivers flow
To join the seas forever
Nothing can change this natural course
All revolutions in vain
All were insane
Approaching the moment of truth unawares
The answers to questions are gained
In joy and in pain
Silent cries
Values in disguise
In a world of rules
Made by mindless fools
Rise and fall
Never changed at all
All the joy and pain
Falling down like rain
Lost in trails of time
Now the last in line
While the wheels rotate
To a certain fate
At the journey's end
Enter nomansland
Just where day and night
Finally reunite
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Choir/female voice:
The tides return forever
Silent cries
Rise and fall
The tides return forever
Nothing can stop all eroding decay
Life has it's natural way
Day after day
Approaching the moment of truth unawares
The answers to questions are gained
In joy and in pain
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